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Thermoelectric properties of [Ca2CoO32d][CoO2]1,62 as a function of Co/Ca
defects and Co3O4 inclusions
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The misfit-layered cobalt oxide [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 is a promising material for hightemperature thermoelectric heat recovery. Here, we show that discrepancies in the numerously
reported thermoelectric performances can result from Co3O4 impurities or a change of the defects,
i.e., the relative Co content in the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase. We observe that increasing the
relative Co content in the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase leads to a larger figure of merit ZT. We
attribute this increase of ZT to additional p-type charge carriers introduced by Ca vacancies and the
resulting reduction of the electrical resistivity. For Co/Ca ratios above the miscibility limit, the
increase in thermal conductivity due to the formation of Co3O4 impurities leads to a reduction of
ZT when the volume fraction of the Co3O4 phase is increased from 1% to 3%. Hence, the best figure of merit is expected close to the upper phase boundary of the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase.
Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984067]

INTRODUCTION

Thermoelectric heat recovery technologies can significantly reduce CO2 emission by improving the energy efficiency
of industrial production processes or automotive engines. This
perspective creates a need for cost-efficient, environmentally
acceptable, and reliable thermoelectric high temperature materials, which draws the attention towards oxide materials. The
misfit-layered cobalt oxide [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]q is one of the
most promising oxides for high-temperature thermoelectric
conversions.1,2 The misfit-layered oxide is composed of alternating hexagonal CoO2 and a rock salt-type Ca2CoO3 layers
stacked along the c-axis.3 Here, q  1:62 is the misfit parameter, and w and d describe the Co/Ca ratio4 and the oxygen
content,5 respectively. The misfit-layered oxide shows a good
thermoelectric figure of merit ZT ¼ a2 =qj that arises from a
large Seebeck coefficient a combined with a relatively low
electrical resistivity q in the CoO2 layers and a low thermal
conductivity j. The structure of the cobalt oxide can be
described by the space group C2/m using common lattice
parameters a, c, and b but different parameters b1 and b2 for
the rock salt and the CoO2 subsystems.6 Beyond the miscibility
limits of the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase, Ca3Co2O6 and
Co3O4 secondary phases coexist with the misfit-layered phase
in the Co deficient and the Co rich area, respectively.4,7,8
In the last 15 years, the thermoelectric properties of
the misfit-layered oxide have been intensively studied but
the reported thermoelectric figures of merit ZT differ
a)
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significantly.1 The reason for the large differences in the performance of [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 might result from (i) a
different oxygen content,5,9 (ii) variations in the density and
microstructure resulting from the sample preparation process,10–13 (iii) the influence of impurity phases, or (iv) variations of the Co content. While the first two aspects were
investigated in detail, only large amounts of the Co3O4 phase
with unknown grain size were explored in the past14,15 and
the observed changes of the thermoelectric properties were
not understood in detail. How the figure of merit depends on
the Co content is even less clear. Accordingly, the question
to what extent the cationic Co/Ca stoichiometry influences
the thermoelectric properties and if it could be adjusted to
improve the figure of merit is yet to be answered. Both of
these open issues, (iii) and (iv), are addressed in the present
study, where we investigate the influence of Co3O4 impurities and the influence of the flexible Ca/Co ratio on the
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase.
CALCULATIONS

The thermoelectric properties of a composite material can
be predicted from the known phase fractions of the individual
components according to the effective medium approach.16,17
Here, we briefly review how this model has so far been
applied to our Co3O4 impurities in a [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62
matrix. First note that our Co3O4 impurities are of limited
extension and randomly distributed. As such, they are best
described as an assemblage of coated spheres, also known as a
Hashin–Shtrikman microstructure.16 The effective medium
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model for this structure predicts the resistivity qE , the Seebeck
coefficient aE , and the thermal conductivity jE of the composite to be


Vi d r 1  Vi r m
rE ¼ rm þ
;
(1)
þ
D dim
3 dm


Vi d j 1  Vi j m
þ
;
(2)
jE ¼ jm þ
D dim
3 dm



Vi dar 1  Vi am rm
1
þ
:
(3)
aE ¼ am rm þ
D dim
3
dm
rE
Here, a, q, and j with index m are the properties of the pure
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 matrix phase. Similarly, the index i
indicates bulk quantities of a pure Co3O4 phase. Furthermore,
we used the abbreviations dr ¼ ri  rm , dj ¼ ji  jm ,
dar ¼ ai ri  am rm , dm ¼ rmTjm  ðrm am Þ2 , dim ¼ drTdj  d2ar ,


 
2
dj
1Vi jm
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i rm
and D ¼ ddimr þ 1V
.
3 dm
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The model of Eqs. (1)–(3) describes the thermoelectric
properties of the composite based on effective medium
approximation. It is based on averaging the bulk properties
of the constituents and does not consider additional effects
such as interface effects. In this model, the ZT of the composite is always smaller than the largest ZT of its constituents.17 However, interactions between the two composites
and interface effects can enhance ZT beyond that limit.18 In
particular, j has been found to decrease due to phonon scattering at large interfaces. At the same time, a can increase
due to hot carrier filtering at interfaces19 and q can be
reduced by charge carrier injection.20,21
MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 - Co3O4 composite samples
were synthesized from Co and CaCO3 precursor materials via
the citrate complexation method and sintered in vacuum by
Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS, FCT-HP D 10), as described in
Ref. 22. The volume fraction of Co3O4 inclusions depends
Co
on the nominal composition x ¼ NCaNþN
, where NCo and
Co
NCa describe the number of Co and Ca atoms, respectively.
Here, we analyze materials with x ¼ 0.561, 0.566, 0.571, and
0.586. The compositions can also be described by w ¼–0.04,
0, 0.04, and 0.15 in [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62, or by y ¼ 3.84,
3.92, 4.00, and 4.24 in Ca3CoyO9þd0 .
The uniaxial pressing direction during the sintering process creates an anisotropy in the polycrystalline samples. To
perform thermal and electrical conductivity measurements
perpendicular to and along the pressing direction, a thin
square-shaped sample (surface normal perpendicular to the
pressing direction) and a bar-shaped sample (long axis perpendicular to the pressing direction) were cut from the sintered
pellets (Ø ¼ 12 mm  h ¼ 11 mm), respectively. The cut samples were post annealed in air at 1123 K for 20 h to enhance
the homogeneity and to ensure a similar oxygen stoichiometry. The cation stoichiometry x was verified by Rutherford
Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) using a 2 MeV He beam
and a silicon PIN diode detector at an angle of 168 with
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respect to the incident beam. The RUMP software23 was used
to determine the cation ratio from the RBS data.
The polished surface of the square-shaped samples was
used to determine the crystal structure of the composites via
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM). Specifically, XRD spectra were collected using a powder X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical X’pert PRO MRD; CuKa1 radiation, k ¼ 0.15406 nm), and the lattice parameters
were calculated using the Le Bail method as implemented in
the program FullProf.24,25 The morphology, the size, and the
volume fraction of the impurity phases were determined by
SEM (FEI NovaNanoSEM 230) in backscattering mode, and
the type of impurity was confirmed with an Energy Dispersive
X-ray (EDX) detector.
All samples were characterized in air between room
temperature and 1163 K. The Seebeck coefficient a and the
electrical conductivity r were determined using an Ozawa
Science RZ2001i system. Laser Flash Analysis (LFA;
Netzsch LFA 457 Microflash) and Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC; Netzsch DSC 404C) were used to measure the thermal diffusivity k and the specific heat Cp,
respectively. In addition, the density . of the samples was
determined at room temperature by the Archimedes method,
yielding the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity
j ¼ .kCp . Below room temperature, j, r, and a were measured in a vacuum atmosphere using the thermal-transportoption in a Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS;
Quantum Design). The charge carrier concentration was
determined via Hall measurements in the PPMS using the
AC transport option with a frequency of 31 Hz. The magnetic
field strength was varied between 50 kOe and þ50 kOe,
and the excitation current was 100 mA. The Hall coefficient
RH yields the hole carrier density via p ¼ 1=RH e.
The oxygen content of the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62
phase was determined by Thermogravimetric Analysis
(TGA) using a Netzsch STA 449C thermal analyzer. All
measurements were corrected for buoyancy effects. For the
measurement, 40–110 mg of a pulverized sample was heated
while synthetic air (20.5 6 0.5% O2 in N2) was flowing
through the apparatus with a rate of 50 ml/min. Under heating in air, the mixture of [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 and
Co3O4 undergoes different phase transitions until it finally
decomposes into a mixture of Ca-rich Ca1-nConO (s) and Corich Co1-n*Can*O (s) above 1313 K, where all cations are
divalent.4,7,8 The total decomposition equation for heating
above 1313 K can be written as
Ca3 Coy O9þd0 ðsÞ þ W Co3 O4 ðsÞ
! ACa1n Con O ðsÞ þ BCo1n Can O ðsÞ
þ 1=2ð9 þ d0 þ W  3  yÞ O2 ðgÞ:

(4)

Here, the elemental composition Ca3CoyO9þd0 of
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 was used for simplicity. The oxygen
content in the Co3O4 phase does not depend on temperature,26,27
and in air, it is assumed to be saturated. Furthermore, the stoichiometry of the pure phase w ¼ 0 (y ¼ 3.92) is assumed for the
cation stoichiometry of the misfit-layered phase for all samples
and W ¼ ni =nm is the amount-of-substance fraction of the
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Co3O4 impurity phase compared to the matrix phase, which
was determined via SEM. The constants A and B are
temperature-dependent and can be determined from the nominal composition x and the exact positions of the phase boundaries. The oxygen content in the product phases [solid phases
on the right-hand side of Eq. (4)] does not depend on A and B.
Hence, the oxygen content d0 (or d) in the misfit-layered oxide
starting phase [left-hand side of Eq. (4)] can be calculated
from the relative weight loss Dm induced by a partial oxygen
loss during the decomposition
d0 ¼

Dmð3MCa þ ðyþ3WÞMCo þ4WMO Þ ðW3yÞMO
9:
ð1DmÞMO
(5)

RESULTS

The X-ray diffraction patterns confirm that the misfitlayered cobalt oxide phase was formed for all nominal comCo
. While the sample with x ¼ 0.566
positions x ¼ NCaNþN
Co
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(corresponds to [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 with w ¼ 0) is
phase pure, additional reflection peaks indicate the formation
of the secondary phases Ca3Co2O6 and Co3O4 for smaller
and larger compositions, respectively [Fig. 1(a)]. Note, that
SEM images confirm the existence of the Co3O4 phase for
x ¼ 0:571, despite the fact that the weak main reflex of
Co3O4 at 2h  31.1 is barely visible [Fig. 1(c)].
The lattice parameters q of the misfit-layered
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]q change with the composition x
(Table I). The most interesting one is the variation of the
rock salt parameter b1 , which defines the change of the misfit
parameter q ¼ b1 =b2 due to the constant b2 of the CoO2
layer. The change of misfit parameter with x [Fig. 1(b)] can
be understood considering the phase diagram:4 In regions I
and III, the main phase [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]q coexists with
the Ca3Co2O6 and the Co3O4 secondary phase, respectively.
In these two-phase regions, q is independent of x because the
composition of the misfit-layered phase is fixed. That is, in
region I, the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]q phase has composition
xlm with misfit parameter ql and in region III a composition

FIG. 1. (a) XRD patterns of the composite materials for different compositions x confirming the phase formation of [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]q. Additional reflexes
belonging to the Ca3Co2O6 and Co3O4 secondary phases are marked by triangles. (b) Dependence of the misfit parameter q ¼ b1 =b2 on the nominal composition x. Between the upper and the lower phase boundary xlm and xum (region II), [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]q is phase pure and the misfit parameter increases with x
from ql to qu . In contrast, q is constant in the two-phase regions I and III, were the misfit phase coexists with Ca3Co2O6 and Co3O4, respectively. For clarity,
the two-phase regions and the behavior of q (solid line) are schematically illustrated. (c) Microstructure of the polished samples recorded via SEM in backscattering mode (pressing direction points along the horizontal image plane). The [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase (medium grey) consists of platelet-shaped particles with small amounts of pores (black). The secondary phase Ca3Co2O6 (dark gray) was detected for x ¼ 0.561, while the Co3O4 phase (light grey) appears
within the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 matrix for x ¼ 0:571 and 0.586. The values 0%, 1% and 3% state the rounded volume fractions ViSEM of the Co3O4 phase.
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TABLE I. Lattice parameters of the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase determined by Le Bail fitting for different nominal atomic number fractions x.
x
0.561
0.566
0.571
0.586

xum

w

a (Å)

b1 (Å)

b2 (Å)

c (Å)

b ( )

0.04
0
0.04
0.15

4.836(1)
4.836(1)
4.835(1)
4.835(1)

4.552(2)
4.555(2)
4.563(2)
4.561(1)

2.821(1)
2.818(1)
2.819(1)
2.819(1)

10.848(2)
10.849(2)
10.843(2)
10.843(2)

98.15(2)
98.17(2)
98.16(2)
98.18(2)

u

with q ¼ q [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. Between the phase boundaries
at xlm and xum , [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]q is phase pure and the
misfit parameter increase with x due to an expansion of lattice
parameter b1 of the rock salt layer. The expansion of b1 for
x  0.571 was also found in Ref. 4, where the authors
assumed Co for Ca and Ca for Co substitution in the rock salt
layer to be responsible for the change. As discussed later, the
present results indicate that the flexibility in the Ca/Co ratio
results from the formation of Ca vacancies for x > 0.566.
The microstructure of the samples recorded via SEM in
backscattering mode is presented in Fig. 1(c), where a brighter
contrast indicates phases with a higher average atomic number.
In line with the XRD results, the SEM images and EDX measurements confirm the formation of the Ca3Co2O6 impurityphase (dark grey) within the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 matrix
(grey) for x ¼ 0.561 and increasing amounts of the heavier
Co3O4 phase (light grey) for x > 0.566 [Fig. 1(c)]. A nearly
phase-pure [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase with only minor
traces of the Co3O4 impurity (volume fraction ViSEM < 0.002%)
is formed for the composition x ¼ 0.566. This composition is
considered to lie within the stability range of the misfit-layered
phase while traces of Co3O4 are assumed to result from local
inhomogeneities. This interpretation is supported by the fact
that the misfit parameter increases still at x ¼ 0.566, which
demonstrates that xlm < 0.566 < xum , i.e., that x ¼ 0.566 is
located within the single-phase region [region II in Fig. 1(b)].
The fact that q has reached its maximum value already at x
¼ 0.571 shows that the upper [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase
boundary is located between xum ¼ 0.566 and 0.571. Similarly,
0.561 < xlm < 0.566. These limits for the phase boundaries
confirm and refine existing literature values, where the phase
pure misfit-layered phase was identified for 0.568 < x < 0.574
(Ref. 14) and 0.559 < x < 0.571.4,7 The deviation in the literature values probably results from the fact that small amounts of
the Co3O4 phase are barely detectable via XRD [cf. Fig. 1(a)].
This means that the pure [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase exists
only within a very limited compositional range smaller than
0.561 < x < 0.571 (or 0:04 < w < 0:04) nominal composition. For completeness, the compositions x of our samples were
confirmed via RBS (Table II).
The small volume fraction of the Co3O4 phase cannot
be quantified reliably via XRD. Instead, the volume fractions
of the Co3O4 impurity ViSEM and the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62
matrix VmSEM were evaluated from the color contrast of representative SEM backscattering images. For the samples
with compositions x ¼ 0.566, 0.571, and 0.586, Co3O4-volume
fractions ViSEM of 0%, 0.8(1)%, and 2.6(3)% were determined,
respectively. These values are close to the theoretical values
Vith of 0%, 0.56%, and 2.21%. These theoretical volume

TABLE II. Summary of the sample properties: Nominal and experimental
composition x and xRBS of the composite, theoretical and experimental
volume fraction Vith and ViSEM of the Co3O4 phase, theoretical and experiSEM
mental molar fraction Wth
of the Co3O4 phase, number of Co3O4
i and Wi
particle per unit area Ci , [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 - Co3O4 interface-areaper-volume aint , absolute density . and density relative to the
theoretical density .=.th of the samples. Mass loss Dm determined via thermogravimetric analysis used for the calculation of the oxygen content d in
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 assuming a composition w ¼ 0 for all samples.

Composition:
Phase fractions:

Microstructure:
Densities:
Oxygen content:

Sample

0% Co3O4

1% Co3O4

3% Co3O4

x
xRBS
Vith
ViSEM
Wth
i
WSEM
i
Ci (lm2 Þ
aint (lm2 =lm3 Þ
. (gcm3)
.=.th (%)
Dm1163K (%)
Dm773K (%)
d1163K
d773K

0.566
0.57(6)
0
0
0
0
<0.0005
<0.0016(6)
4.62(3)
98.5(6)
7.21(4)
7.67(4)
0.12(2)
0.01(2)

0.571
0.57(6)
0.56
0.8(1)
0.015
0.022
0.12(4)
0.14(5)
4.64(1)
98.6(2)
7.13(1)
7.60(1)
0.13(1)
0.03(2)

0.586
0.58(6)
2.21
2.6(3)
0.060
0.074
0.063(8)
0.21(3)
4.68(2)
99.1(3)
7.23(1)
7.68(1)
0.11(1)
0.01(2)

fractions were calculated from the lever rule assuming the
compositions xum ¼ 0.566 and xi ¼ 1 for the [Ca2-wCoO3-d]
[CoO2]1.62 matrix phase and the Co3O4 impurity phase, respectively. The lever rule states that for x in the two-phase region,
the number of Co atoms in the impurity Ni and the
matrix phase
xxu
Nm relative to each other is given by NNmi ¼ xi xm . The volume
fraction Vith is related to the number fraction Ni =Nm via the theoretical densities (value for a perfect crystal) and the molar
masses of the two phases. The theoretical density of the
3
[Ca2CoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 matrix is .th
m ¼ 4.69 g/cm , as derived
from the measured lattice parameters and tabulated atomic
weights. For the density of Co3O4, we used the literature value27
3
.th
i ¼ 6.06 g/cm . In the following, the samples are referred to
by using the rounded volume fractions ViSEM of 0%, 1%, and
3%. An overview of the sample properties is given in Table II.
Not only the volume fractions, but also the density of
the sample or the distribution of the secondary phase and the
area of the interfaces can influence the thermoelectric properties. We therefore now discuss the structure of the composites in more detail. The [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 matrix
consists of platelet-shaped particles, whose short axes tend
to align parallel to the pressing direction, i.e., along the horizontal direction of the image plane in Fig. 1(c). This alignment is in agreement with the preferred orientation of the
c-axis revealed by the XRD patterns. The smallest observed
Co3O4-impurities found in the 1% and the 3% sample have a
similar diameter of about 90 nm. However, the largest impurities in the 3% sample have irregular shapes and reach a
length of up to 3.8 lm, which is about two till four times
larger than what we typically observe in the 1% sample. The
increased average size of particles in the 3% sample [cf. Fig.
1(c)] leads to a decrease of the particle density Ci [from
Ci ¼ 0.12(5) lm2 in the 1% to 0.063(8) lm2 in the 3%
sample] despite the larger volume of the impurity phase. At
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the same time, the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62  Co3O4 interface-area-per-sample-volume aint increases from 0.14(6)
lm2/lm3 to 0.21(3) lm2/lm3 (Table II).
After discussing the structural differences, which might
be relevant for the thermoelectric properties of the samples,
we want to consider one more aspect. This is the oxygen
content d in the matrix phase, which is known to alter the
thermoelectric properties of [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62.5,9 The
oxygen content was calculated via Eq. (5) from the measured
volume fractions ViSEM , and the mass losses Dm were determined via TGA measurements. As expected,5,14 the oxygen
content in the matrix changes with temperature (cf. Table II).
But most important, the oxygen content in the matrix of the
three samples was found to be identical, considering the
experimental errors of the TGA evaluation. Accordingly,
changes in the thermoelectric properties cannot be attributed
to different oxygen content.
The thermoelectric properties a, q, j, and ZT of the
composite samples with different amounts of Co3O4 impurities are presented in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). The changes with
respect to the phase-pure 0% sample are illustrated in the
insets of Figs. 2(a)–2(d). As a comparison, the effective
medium values of the thermoelectric parameters aE , qE , and
jE were calculated via Eqs. (1)–(3) using the properties of
the two phases and the measured volume fractions ViSEM .
The result is shown for T ¼ 425 K and T ¼ 760 K in Figs.
2(e)–2(h). The effective medium values were obtained from
the thermoelectric properties of our phase-pure matrix phase
and literature values for Co3O4 with particles sizes of
200–400 nm (Ref. 28) (Fig. 4 in the Appendix). The ratios of
these quantities are depicted in Fig. 2(i).
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We observe a small decrease in the Seebeck coefficient
of up to 3% in the samples with the Co3O4 phase [Fig. 2(a)
and inset]. There is hardly any difference between the 1%
and the 3% samples. The smaller Seebeck coefficient compared to the pure sample contradicts the predictions of the
effective medium model [Fig. 2(e)], considering the 1.8–3.5
(425 K–760 K) times larger Seebeck coefficient of Co3O4
compared to [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 [Fig. 2(i)]. While the
trend of a decreasing Seebeck coefficient is still within the
measurement error range, it is in line with earlier publications.14,15 For instance, Delorme et al. reported a decrease of
the Seebeck coefficient for volume fractions of 10% and
20% Co3O4. Only at 50% Co3O4 an increasing Seebeck coefficient was observed.15
Most surprisingly, the resistivity decreases significantly
in the samples with 1% and 3% Co3O4 [Fig. 2(b) and inset].
The decrease again contradicts the effective medium model
[Fig. 2(f)] since the resistivity of Co3O4 is magnitudes
larger than the one of the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase.
The resistivity decreases a lot compared to the pure sample
(up to 23%). Other authors also reported a decrease of
the resistivity for the increasing nominal Co content29 from
x ¼ 0.565 to x ¼ 0.571 and for the presence of up to 10%
Co3O4 impurity15 below 800 K. Literature indicates15 that a
reversal of this anomalous trend happens at a volume fraction of Co3O4 impurities that is much larger than the 1%
and 3% studied here (note that the exact value of the critical volume fraction beyond which the reversal is observe
seems to vary as a decrease of resistivity was reported for
10% Co3O4 impurity15 while an increase was found for 7%
Co3O414).

FIG. 2. (a) Seebeck coefficient a, (b)
electrical resistivity q, (c) thermal conductivity j, and (d) figure of merit ZT
for 0%, 1% and 3% of Co3O4 phase.
The insets show a, q, j, and ZT of the
samples with 1% (open triangles) and
the 3% Co3O4 phase (open circles) normalized to the values of the 0% sample.
(e–h) Comparison of the determined a,
q, j, and ZT (symbols) with theoretical
values calculated according to the
effective medium approximation as a
function of the Co3O4 volume fraction
ViSEM (lines) at 425 K and at 760 K. The
open symbols show the lattice thermal
conductivity. (i) Properties of the pure
Co3O4 impurity phase normalized to
the properties of the misfit-layered
cobalt oxide matrix with 0% Co3O4.
Values for Co3O4 were extrapolated
from literature values measured for
particle sizes of 200–400 nm (Ref. 28)
(cf. Fig. 4 in the Appendix).
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The thermal conductivity increases with the amount of
Co3O4 in the whole temperature range [Fig. 2(g) and inset].
This is in line with the predictions [Fig. 2(c)] and expected due
to the 6.5–3.5 times larger thermal conductivity of Co3O4 compared to [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 [Fig. 2(i)]. Altogether, the
variation of x and the corresponding introduction of the impurity
phase increase the figure of merit ZT up to 18% [Fig. 2(h)],
although the figure of merit of Co3O4 is magnitudes smaller
than the one of [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 [Fig. 2(i)]. An increase
of ZT was also reported for more than 10% Co3O4.15 The effective medium model cannot describe these observations.
DISCUSSION

The surprising increase of the figure of merit in the presence of Co3O4 impurities [Figs. 2(d) and 2(h)] is induced by
the unexpected decrease of the resistivity [Figs. 2(b) and
2(f)]. First note that the drop in resistivity of up to 23% cannot be related to a compression of the matrix phase since the
measured porosity precludes a similarly dramatic change of
density. A hint to the solution is given by the slight reduction
of a and the decrease of q that both indicate an increase of
the charge carrier concentration p with the composition x
(a / p2=3 for degenerate systems30,31). This increase of p is
indeed seen in Hall measurements performed between 100 K
and 300 K. Note that Hall effect measurements in Co-based
systems are potentially unreliable due to the anomalous Hall
effect of the magnetic Co.32 Indeed, the unusual temperature
dependence of the hole carrier density p (Fig. 3) indicates
contributions from the anomalous Hall effect.33 However,
for our particular system, previous studies have shown that
relative changes of p, such as the increase found by us, are
qualitatively accurate, as long as data are compared at a
constant temperature.34–37 We find that the hole carrier
density increases by about 20% in the presence of Co3O4.
The larger charge density explains the drop in resistivity
both qualitatively and quantitatively. Remarkably, the carrier
density is independent of the exact volume fraction of the
Co3O4 phase, which again is reflected in the same way in the
resistivity.
The increase of the carrier density is rather unexpected
because, in comparison to [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 with carrier

FIG. 3. Effective hole carrier concentration for different amounts of Co3O4
impurity phase. The mobility of the charge carriers is presented in the inset.
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densities beyond 1020 cm3, for Co3O4 films much lower ptype charge carrier concentrations on the order of 1010 cm3
to 1019 cm3 were reported.38–40 Note also that an increase
of the charge carrier density should lead to a decrease of the
Seebeck coefficient via a / p2=3 . The Seebeck coefficient
decreases upon the formation of Co3O4 impurities, but quantitatively the change is much smaller than expected from the
large increase of p. This means that additional effects must
be present that soften the decrease of a with p. A possible
explanation is energy filtering41 at the p-P type heterojunction at the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62  Co3O4 interfaces.
The change of the charge carrier concentration with the
nominal composition x can have different origins. Most
probably, the stoichiometry of the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62
phase is decisive for the carrier density and the resistivity.
The pure sample has the composition x ¼ 0.566 (or w ¼ 0),
while the matrix has the composition xum (or w ¼ wum ) for
both the 1% and 3% samples. This picture readily explains
why the exact amount of the Co3O4 impurity phase seems to
be irrelevant (within the small range investigated here). In
principle, the formation of an accumulation zone near the
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62  Co3O4 interfaces due to band
bending could also explain the larger p. However, this scenario seems much less likely given that the carrier density is
constant for the 1% and the 3% Co3O4 sample while the density of interfaces aint increases by about 50% (cf. Table II).
Also, a difference of the oxygen content in the matrix has
been excluded by our TGA measurement results. Although
not decisive for the drop in resistivity, a minor influence of
the p-P interfaces on the resistivity is possible because the
equilibration of the chemical potentials might induce the formation of a depletion or an accumulation zone wherein the
Co valence is altered.
It is expected that the compositional flexibility and
defect structure of the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 system is
limited to the Ca2-wCoO3-d rock salt layer,42 where Co is
assumed to have a valence state of 3þ.43 In the perfect lattice
of [Ca2CoO3-d][CoO2]1.62, all cation sites are occupied; this
corresponds to an elemental composition of Ca3Co3.92O9þd0 .
Compared to this ideal configuration with x ¼ 0.566, the relative or local Co content can change within the limits
xlm  x  xum . Microscopically, the matrix phase can flexibly
increase its relative Co content by (I) the introduction of
interstitial Co atoms, (II) the formation of Ca vacancies, or
(III) Co3þ atoms occupying Ca2þ sites. Similarly, the relative Co content can be reduced below the perfect lattice formula by (IV) introducing interstitial Ca2þ atoms, (V) the
formation of Co vacancies, and (VI) or Ca2þ for Co3þ substitution. Depending on the exact microscopic mechanism, the
hole carrier density is expected to decrease [scenarios (I),
(III), (V), and (VI)] or to increase [scenarios (II) and (IV)]
with increasing Co content. Specifically, each new Co3þ
interstitial or eliminated Co vacancy leads to three more free
electrons in the system while Ca2þ for Co3þ and Co3þ for
Ca2þ substitution removes or adds an electron, respectively.
The rock salt layer acts as a charge reservoir, and hence, the
additional negative charges reduce Co4þ to Co3þ in the
CoO2 layer, which corresponds to a decrease of the hole carrier density. However, our measurements show an increase
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of the hole carrier density for increasing Co/Ca ratios. This
can only be explained by scenarios (II) and (IV), because the
removal of Ca2þ interstitials or the formation of Ca vacancies both remove two electrons from the system.
The observed increase in the lattice parameter of the
rock salt layer with an increasing relative Co content
excludes interstitial Ca2þ atoms (IV), leaving Ca vacancies
as the only consistent explanation for the larger charge carrier density at a larger composition x. This is because within
the triple rock salt type CaO-CoO-CaO layer, the oxygen
ions form an fcc lattice with octahedral and tetrahedral gaps
with radii rOctaeder ¼ 0.0574 nm and rtetraeder ¼ 0.0308 nm.
Here, the solid sphere model with an oxygen radius of rO
¼ 0.14 nm has been applied.44 In the ideal x ¼ 0.566 structure, all octahedral gaps are occupied. Specifically, Co3þ
ions with a smaller radius of rCo ¼ 0.055 – 0.061 nm occupy
the gaps in the middle layer while the larger Ca2þ ions with
a radius of rCo ¼ 0.1 nm (Ref. 44) occupy the octahedral
positions in the outer layers, where they can use more space
due to the loose binding caused by the lattice misfit with the
CoO2 layer. The radius of the tetrahedral gaps is about half
the size of the octahedral gap and thus much smaller than the
Ca and the Co ions. This means that any interstitials would
expand the lattice. As a consequence, Ca interstitials are
expected to expand the lattice parameter b1 of the rock salt
layer towards lower xnom . Our measurements, however, show
the opposite trend within the whole miscibility region, which
clearly excludes the formation of interstitial Ca (IV). In contrast, the formation of Ca2þ vacancies (II) agrees with the
observed lattice expansion of b1 toward larger x because the
repulsion between the negative oxygen ions increases when
the positive charge of the cation is missing. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the formation of Ca2þ vacancies is responsible for the compositional flexibility for x > 0.566 and
causes the change of the charge carrier concentration and the
lattice parameter.
A further reason for the change of the resistivity is
the change of the mobility l ¼ r=ðepÞ presented in the inset
of Fig. 3. Although the charge carrier mobility in Co3O4
(about 107 to 105 cm2/V s38,39) is smaller than the one in
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62, the carrier mobility in the composite samples increases in the presence of Co3O4. This
means that the difference in the mobility can either result
from (a) interface effects, (b) a dependence of the mobility
on the charge carrier density, or (c) the interaction of the Ca
vacancies with the conductive CoO2 layer. Interface effects
include enhanced grain boundary conductivity45 or an
acceleration of the carriers due to the interaction with
inclusions.46 But the similar mobilities of the 1% and
the 3% sample above 150 K show that the increasing
interface density aint does not affect the mobility. Hence,
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 - Co3O4 interfaces (a) can only
have a minor effect. Literature results further show that the
alteration of the carrier density, as introduced by oxygen
vacancies, has no significant influence on the mobility.32
Hence, a dependence of the mobility on the amount of
charge carriers (b) seems unlikely in our case. Compared to
oxygen vacancies formed in the middle layer of the CaOCoO-CaO rock salt block,42 the Ca vacancies are located
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next to the conducting CoO2 layers, which makes an interaction plausible. Hence, the formation of Ca vacancies
could change the interaction between the layers, which
might alter the band structure and thus influence the charge
localization.47 In total, the resistivity is mainly governed by
the change of the carrier density (about 20%) while the
change of the mobility (up to 8%) is rather small.
While the change of the resistivity could be
clearly attributed to stoichiometric changes in the
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 matrix phase, the thermal conductivity j was found to increase with the volume fraction of the
Co3O4 phase [Fig. 2(g)]. This trend is in line with the predictions of the model and literature results.15 The thermal conductivity is composed of a lattice jlat and an electronic
contribution jel ¼ Lq1 T, where L ¼ 2:4453  108 WX=K2
is the Lorenz number. The analysis of both contributions
reveals that the Co3O4 impurities increase the electronic and
the lattice contribution jlat ¼ j  jel [open symbols in Fig.
2(g)]. However, the change of the thermal conductivity is dominated by the influence of the impurities on the much larger lattice contribution. Compared to the predictions of the effective
medium model, the measured thermal conductivities j are
lower. The observed differences might result from interface
scattering on the impurity particles. This assumption is supported by the fact that the difference between jE and j
decreases for higher temperatures. This is because boundary
effects are dominant at low temperatures while their effect is
less visible at higher temperatures when Umklapp scattering
dominates the thermal conductivity [cf. Fig. 2(g)]. An alternative explanation for the deviation of j and jE is the possibility
that the stoichiometric change of the matrix phase also affects
the thermal conductivity j. Calculations48 indicate that the
substitution of Ca with a smaller atom should lead to a reduction of the thermal conductivity. Ca vacancies could have a
similar effect on the thermal conductivity, which makes further
theoretical and experimental investigations thrilling.
Altogether, the increase in the nominal composition x
leads to an improvement of the figure of merit despite the fact
that the effective medium model predicts the opposite behavior [Fig. 3(h)]. The improvement of the ZT values in the presence of Co3O4 results from the strong decrease of the
electrical resistivity induced by the formation of Ca vacancies
in the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 matrix phase. The larger
thermal conductivity of Co3O4 increases the effective thermal
conductivity jE and thus reduces ZT for an increase from 1%
to 3% Co3O4. Therefore, ZT increases for the 1% sample,
while larger amounts of Co3O4 result in a reduction. In
consequence, the largest ZT is expected for the pure
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase close to the upper miscibility
limit xum . The dependence of the carrier density on the relative
Co content and the very limited miscibility range of the
misfit-layered cobalt oxide might be responsible for the large
variation of the ZT values found in literature.
CONCLUSION

The formation of Ca vacancies allows for the compositional flexibility of the misfit- layered cobalt oxide
[Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 for 0  w < wum . The upper phase
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boundary is located around 0 < wum < 0:04, which corresponds to 0.566 < xum < 0.571. For the increasing relative Co
content, the Ca vacancies induce an expansion of the lattice
parameter of the rock salt layer and increase the p-type
charge carrier density. The associated drop of the resistivity
induces an increase of the figure of merit ZT. Beyond the
phase boundary, the Co3O4 secondary phase increases the
thermal conductivity of the composite sample, which leads
to a decrease of ZT when the volume fraction is increased
from 1% to 3% Co3O4. We conclude that the thermoelectric
properties of the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase can be
tuned by adjusting the Co/Ca defect structure, where the best
values are expected close to the upper phase boundary. For
enhancing the thermoelectric properties the stoichiometry of
the [Ca2-wCoO3-d][CoO2]1.62 phase seems to be more critical
than the Co3O4 impurities.
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APPENDIX: PUBLISHED ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES
OF CO3O4

FIG. 4. Electrical conductivity of Ca3Co3.92O9þd0 and Co3O4. The Co3O4
data were recorded using thin film (circles)28,39,49 and dense bulk samples
(diamonds).50 The data “Co3O4 Sahoo 2013*” with particle sizes of
200–400 nm (Ref. 28) were used for the calculation of the effective electrical
resistivity. Note that all reported Co3O4 data39,49,50 are very similar.
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